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V Vhcn I came home from school, I knew my dad was in the house, even though
there was absolute quiet everywhere. This was years ago, when we lived in London
and I was twelve and trying to get used to going to school at St. Catherine'sAcademy
where they made us wear flannel skirts and knee socks. My dad was mostly living with
his mistress, as my mom called her. He had stopped paying our cook and maid; so
that day there wasn't even any noise coming from the kitchen. My dad drank, and he
had always been a very tense man. Even when he was in a good mood, you aidn't
want to startle him, or come up on him by surprise. So after I got myself a snack, I
went very quietly to my room, which was down the hall from my mom's room, and
took off my skirt and blouse and dropped them to the floor as I always did but still
being careful not to make much noise.
All the while I was putting on my jeans and sweat shirt and eating my crackersand
cheese, I kept imagining that I could hear murmuring voices from her room. I lay
down on the bed to read and maybe take a nap, but I also wanted to be as quiet as I
could to see if I reallywas hearing them talking. I even held my breath, but the quieter
I was, the more my imagination seemed to be playing tricks on me. One minute I'd
be certain I heard my father speaking actual words, things like "I have every right"
and "You don't know" and once I even thought I heard my mom say my name,
"Angela," in this real tight voice. But then the next minute I'd be just as certain that
I wasn't hearing anything except my own blood beating in my ears.
After awhile I think I must have dozed off or gone into this trance or something,
but I seemed to know that it was getting dark outside. Then I was aware of my dad
standing in the hallway just outside my door. He stood there for an unusually long
time, and while he did, I became more and more alert. By the time he had started
down the steps, a little sweat had broken onto my forehead.
Probably he opened and closed the front door as softly as he could, but I was so
tense waiting for him to leave that it sounded like a small explosion when he finally
did shut it behind him. A second later, my mom screamed for me to come to her
room.
She was in her white dressing gown and as pale as I'd ever seen her. In there by the
bay windows was a small table with a white tablecloth on it. When we had first moved
into that house, she and my dad had liked having breakfastin their room on week-
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ends. My mom still kept a small vase of fresh flowers on it most of the time. She
explained that about an hour ago my dad had come into the room, gone to the table,
moved the vase of flowers aside, taken a pistol from his jacket pocket and set it in the
middle of the table, sat down, and invited her to join him.
I understood why she never thought of refusing the invitation. My dad wasn't a
joker. If he wanted you to do something, you did it. I thought that my father would
have used that pistol if my mom hadn't done what he wanted.
She said that he talked very quietly with her, telling her how she must stop the
divorce procedure, how then he would rehire the cook and the maid, and how then
he would give up one of his usual nights with his mistress to be with us. She said he
was pleasant and charming; he didn't even ask her to agree with him or say yes to
anything. He simply described to her what she was going to do and what they were
going to do. Then he stood up and as if it had been a trinket or a pocket watch,
slipped the pistol back into his jacket. He gave her a peck on the cheek and said
goodbye.
She said that even as pleasant as he was, every second of the conversation she
expected him to pick up the gun and level it at her forehead.
She wanted me to tell her what I thought she should do. I persuaded her to call
Michael Land and ask his advice. Michael Land was a lawyer there in London and
was also my mother's first cousin. She called him while I was sitting there with her.
On the phone, Michael told her he would arrange a little trip for us to get away and
to allow my dad to cool off a bit.
Michael Land was my favorite relative. He was elegant and cheerful and so confident that he made you believe he could do anything. The next day at noon on the
dot, he picked us up in a taxi; he even helped the driver load the car. My mom and I
pestered Michael, but he wouldn't tell us where we were going until we were in
Heathrow and walking to the gate. Once we got there, we didn't need him to tell us:
it was a Dan Air flight, and we were going to Scotland.
Before we boarded, Michael talked very quietly with my mom and gave her a portfolio. He thought that since my dad might try to find us, it would be best if we didn't
stay in any one place for too long. He had wanted to arrange a tour for us, but a
commercial one would have been too easy for my dad to track down. Then he'd
rememberedthat my mom had done some magazine writing before she was married,
and Michael had a friend who arrangedtours of the whisky distilleries for American
journalists. We were to join a group starting out from Inverness the next day.
I rememberhow excited we were on the plane, my mom as giddy and pleased with
herself as if she'd just landed a terrific new job. I remember noticing how young she
seemed. My mom was small and blond with high cheekbones and a perfect little nose,
and her eyes were this special brownish-green color. I've never seen anybody with
eyes like my mom's. She pulled out the Dan Air Magazine and started checking out
the articlesin it, "refreshingher professionaljudgment," she said in this mock haughty
voice.
This was in late April. In London the weather had been summerish, warm enough
at midday even to take off your sweater and try to get a little sun on your arms. But
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coming down the ramp at Inverness, with the cold rain driving into our faces, I
thought of my dad. Though I didn't say anything about it, I could tell that my mom
had lost some of her excitement over our adventure.
That night at dinner, she got to talking about how our lives were just about to
undergo this drastic change and about how I had been so spoiled up until now. I
finally had to tell her, "Mom, you're being very boring." I expected her to be irked,
or maybe even to show a little hurt- nobody really likes to be told that they're boring but the look she gave me was calculating, as if she were trying to estimate how
much of a little girl I still was and how much of a grown-up.
The next morning, we took a cab back to the airport'smain terminal and met our
tour's other people, who had just flown up from London. The lady in charge was a
librarian/schoolteacherkind of person named Sandra, who shook hands with each of
us, then introduced us very properly to the others. James was a bald, very lightskinned black man, a flashy dresser and the editor of a magazine called Contemporary
BlackMan. The other two guys were with James. There was Ken, this arrogant New
YorkCity photographer, about half as good-looking as he thought he was. And then
there was Larry,the model who was also the CBM man of the year.
Whereas James'sskin was the color of coffee with a lot of milk in it, Larry'swas a
kind of powdery gray, like marble or granite. For a model, his clothes were sort of
ordinary, though I thought they were stylish enough - designer jeans and cowboy
boots, a white turtleneck under a dark sweater, and a long gray overcoat with a big
collar. When you first saw him, the first thing you thought wouldn't be that he was
a model, or even that he was black. You would guess that he was somebody special.
And on second look, you'd figure out that he was black, because you could see it in
his features. Larry wasn't the handsomest man I'd ever seen- he was probably only
about the fifth or sixth handsomest. But when I first saw him, I was just struck by
the sight of him, the way you are when you see a race horse or a hawk up close.
We had one of those British style "coaches," a bus about half the size of a Greyhound, with lots of extra seats that we filled up with luggage and Ken's photography
equipment. Our driver was Mike, a Scot, a little square man, whose dialect was so
pronounced that even Sandra seemed to have trouble understanding him; she sat up
front so as to consult with him about our itinerary.My mom sat in the seat behind
Mike and across from Sandra. James and Ken took the middle of the bus. I walked
almost to the back before I took a seat. Larry took the one across the aisle from me.
"Angela is your name?"he asked me. When I nodded, he asked me something about
my school, but before I could answer him, he asked me if I wanted to sit with him.
His asking me that took my breath away so that I wasn't able to answer him, but I
had no trouble moving my body over into the seat beside him. I know I was blushing
from imagining how he would see me; my mom had made me wear a dress, and I
had on a sweater. I'd grown an inch taller than my mom that year, but I still didn't
have any hips or chest to speak of. I couldn't tell if he was thinking of me as a kid or
a girl, but either way, I wanted to sit with him. Later on, Larrytold me that he took
my not saying anything as evidence of my being cool toward him. I never told him
that I had been almost too thrilled to breathe, let alone squeeze any words out of
myself.
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We were traveling through gently rolling landscape that wasn't remarkablefor anything except the deep green of the fields. The weather was gloomy, low gray clouds
and rain swatting the windshield. It was the kind of day that would have put me to
sleep in any other circumstance. But sitting in that bus seat beside Larry, I felt the
exact opposite of sleepy. I wanted to see every single grass blade and neat little house
and garden. I didn't want to touch him or him to touch me; in fact, I felt as if the
molecules of my body were fitting more and more tightly together, like a jigsaw
puzzle that had finally been put together and now somebody was pressing the pieces
down on the table.
Our first stop was Brodie Castle. It had pretty trees and gardens around it, but
from the outside, the thing really wasn't much to look at, just a big sandy-colored
building. Getting off the bus, I made some sarcasticremarksabout getting the tour
off to a boring start with "Brodie the Boring" and things like that. I had just discovered how flexible the concept of boredom was- you could apply it to just about
anything you didn't like and so I liked designating big things, like a sixteenth-century Scottish castle, as boring.
But Larry, it turned out, couldn't have been more interested in the place and in
Brodie himself, who greeted us at the castle door, wearing a kilt and a tweed jacket
and a tie. Brodie had a big voice- he later told us he had worked as a professional
actor in London- and he had black, curly hair, this huge nose, a jaw and lower lip
that stuck out and a kind of quarter-moon-shaped face. He insisted that we all call
him merely Brodie- "Call me by the name of my place," he said, and you could tell
he liked the sound of "Brodie of Brodie," which was what his name tag had typed on
it.
All of a sudden James got the bright idea to have Larry pose with Brodie for a
picture, and so for a little while, it was like being in the audience of a live TV show.
Ken set up his cameras with this bemused air about him. James took on the role of
the man in charge of everything. He gave directions for Larry and Ken to do what
they obviously alreadyintended to do, while he posed over to the side of the action,
smoking and squinting and chattering away.
The first shots they set up were in the castle dining room, where the table was
grandly set for twelve, except that there wasn't any silverware. Sandra and Mom and
I stood together near the huge bay window of the room. My mom put her arm around
my waist and asked me, "How's my girl?"I leaned my head on her shoulder and said
that I was doing fine. Sandra stood away from us while my mom whispered in my
ear.
What she said was that she had this intuition that my dad was going to show up
somewhere on this tour. She could feel it in the weather and the landscape. She could
still feel his anger in the air around us.
I said that I felt pretty certain my dad wouldn't be able to find us, and that if he
did, he wasn't likely to hurt us. I told her not to worry. But over the years, I've realized
that right then I didn't have room in my feelings for anything but Larry.
All the while she was talking to me, I was watching Larry,who had strayed away
from the spot where he and Brodie were supposed to stand, even though James had
yammered at him to "move up into the light." Larry and Brodie kept standing to the
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side, quietly chatting, as if they were the only two men in the room, and they had
just discovered some secret passion they held in common. Then I saw Ken glance over
at Larry and nod that he was ready. Immediately, Larry touched Brodie's elbow, and
the two of them moved into the lights.
They were transformed,in that they suddenly seemed largerthan either one of them
had appeared standing off to the side. But Larrywas by far the most changed of the
two of them. Whereas his face was ordinarilysort of closed, or at least subtle in what
it conveyed, now it took on an animated quality. He was flashing this big smile that
I hadn't seen before, but he also had a lifted eyebrow and a condescending look down
his nose and a blink of surprise and about half a dozen other facial expressions that
made you want to watch him every second. 'That boy is very handsome, isn't he?"
my mom whispered in my ear- we were still standing close to each other, and she
still had her arm around my waist.
I knew she didn't mean anything racist by it, but I couldn't keep from pulling away
from her and telling her, "Mom, I don't think you ought to be calling him a boy."
When she looked at me, I saw again that evaluating operation going on in her
mind, but I also saw something so sad in her face that I had to look away.
Even though my mom and I kept our distance, I couldn't help being aware of her.
I could tell that she didn't like Brodie castle. It wasn't dark or damp or anything like
you might expect an old castle to be. It was actually pretty cheerful, with huge windows in most of the rooms and bright wallpaper and drapes and paintings and furniture. Still, it had this atmosphere about it, as if it had been a place where lots of
people had died. I noticed my mom visibly shiver once when we were walking down
a very narrow staircase. Her face had that shadow of pain over it that I'd noticed
when things had gotten so terrible with my dad back in London.
When we loaded up the bus after lunch, I took my seat with Larrywithout considering whether or not he wanted me to sit with him, or maybe I could tell from the
way his body moved ahead of me down the aisle that he assumed we'd share a seat.
He was quickly asleep, as were most of the members of our tour. With our lunch,
James had ordered several carafes of wine for the table, and almost everyone except
me had had at least one glass. I was glad to be awake with everyone napping like that.
I imagined that I was some servant from ancient times charged with guarding this
sleeping warrior.
Mike drove us up into steeply hilly countryside. It was still damp weather, though
the rain seemed to be coming now only in occasional sprinkles. Going around a curve
that shifted his weight in the seat, Larry stirred, opened his eyes, and caught me
looking at him. I was embarrassedbecause I had been studying his face for quite a
while, but of course he didn't know that. He smiled at me and dug out his box of
tapes, his tape player, and earphones. He picked a tape for me to listen to and helped
me fit the earphones to my ears. Then he settled himself back in the seat and closed
his eyes again.
It was jazz, a piano, drums, bass, and a saxophone or a trumpet, I didn't know
which. My only experience with jazz had been hearing snatches of it on car radios, or
maybe in some hotel bar with my mom and dad for a few minutes. Neither of my
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parents had any interest in it, nor had any of my friends. It wasn't a kind of music
that I thought about very much. With Larry'sheadset on, I felt intimately surrounded
by these jazz musicians. I wanted to wake Larry up and tell him how peculiar it felt,
but I decided that since he listened to it all the time, he couldn't have understood me.
The music had this odd connection with that landscape I was seeing through the
bus window, as if the sheep and stone farmhouses and sheets of raindropson the glass
and the sun breaking through the clouds over in the far distance were all visual elements of the music. Everything I was seeing and hearing was new for me. I felt almost
overwhelmed in a way that, if I hadn't been with Larry,would have been disturbing
to me. But I wanted to like the music, wanted to understand it a little bit so that
when Larrywoke up, I could say something to him about it. For I don't know how
many miles, I listened to Larry'sjazz the way I sometimes tried to listen to my teachers
in school.
Around 3:30, we arrivedat our first distillery. Larrywas not delighted to be waked
up, and even if he had been modeling bathing trunks, I don't think I would have liked
this huge factory that seemed to have only about half a dozen men working around
its enormous machinery; the place wouldn't let me stop thinking about my dad and
how mean he was when he drank. But this was the work my mom was supposed to
be pretending to do. She did have her notebook and pencil out, as we went through
the factory, and she was taking notes, but it was evident she had no taste for what she
was doing. After she dutifully put her head inside this huge vat called a washback,
she looked as if someone had just served her a horse turd for breakfast.
Later that afternoon, Mike pulled the bus up beside an old graveyard.On the other
side of the road was what was left of an ancient stone church, or as Sandra informed
us, the Ruin of Elgin Cathedral, founded in 1224 and burned to the ground in 1390
by the Wolf of Badenoch, whoever he was. James wanted shots of the Contemporary
Black Man of the Yearposing by this ruin.
It was late in the day. There had been sunlight when we stopped, but now there
were dark thunderheads rolling in overhead and a frightening dimming of the daylight, as if we had suddenly entered an eclipse.
James must have been awfully determined to have his shot of Larrywith one foot
perched atop a slab of thirteenth-centurycathedralwall. James had produced a plaid
cap for him to wear, but the wind was blowing so hard that, to keep from losing it,
Larryhad to jam it down onto his head. Even Ken, who until now had seemed willing
to indulge James in any whim, started yelling at him. Still James gestured at them,
and they kept at it. Sandra, watching with Mike out of the driver's side window,
shook her head and clucked her tongue at them.
When the raindrops did start pelting down, they were like rain in a cartoon, huge
globs of water that hammered the bus roof and splatted on the windows. The first
man back on the bus was James, stopping just inside the bus door to brush at his
shoes with his handkerchief. Ken, just behind him, found James'srear end blocking
his way into the bus, and yelled, "Move it, for Christ'ssake, James!"James moved it,
but over his shoulder, he spat back at Ken, "These are five hundred dollar shoes,
baby!"
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Larrywas the last one on the bus and therefore got pretty wet. Before he sat down
with me, he pulled off his wet sweater and hung it over the empty seat in front of us.
I didn't try to talk with him, I just watched him fuming to himself and carefully
blocking the sweater on the bus seat. Though his white turtleneck fit him like a tanktop, I was surprised to see that it was worn almost threadbare.Suddenly I saw not
the successful New York male model with a huge personal wardrobe but somebody
struggling to survive by taking care of the few good clothes he owned. When Larry
did sit down with me, he shook his fist behind the seat in the direction of James and
whispered, 'That son of a bitch!" I gave Larrywhat I hoped was a look that informed
him I was ready to die for him.
With almost magical speed, Mike drove the bus out of Elgin and back up into the
Highlands. All of a sudden we were riding out from under the rainstorminto a high,
open sky. From up front, my mom looked back at me and caught my eye, gesturing
with her head out to our left, as if she meant to make me the gift of the view out
there. The sun shone on white clouds in the distance that floated like enormous zeppelins over a valley of farmers5fields; the clouds' shadows darkened patches of the
green and brown countryside. There were stone walls by the road and snaking all
down through the long gentle valley.
I've had years to think about this and compare it to other experiences I've had. In
no circumstance have I ever felt as intensely connected to anyone as I did to Larry
that day. I remember thinking that a gray-blue fringe on a rain cloud was yellowish
like an old woman's hair, and I knew that Larry saw it, too, and saw it just as I did.
Two crows skimmed low over new-green fields in a patch of sunlight just beside the
bus. I knew that I would never see anything more exquisite than that. I knew Larry
saw it too and marked it to rememberjust as I did.
Just as we were coming into the driveway of the inn where we were staying, we
both noticed, in the half-light of the field beside us, a black horse running through a
field toward a barn and a gray horse walking that way, too. Those horses marked the
end of our afternoon together and made it all right for us to go back into our separate
lives.
Meldrun House, where we were staying was a very fancy country inn. My mom
and I were assigned to room number one, which had a bed that was even bigger than
king-sized, a fireplace, a huge bay window that looked out over a field toward a forest,
and a bathroom in it as big as an ordinary hotel room.
My mom was quiet and sweet to me, drew me a bath, helped me wash my hair,
and then blew it dry and brushed it for me, all the while asking me questions about
Larry, speculating with me about him. She and I had a funny time dressing up for
dinner- Sandra had told us all that we should- and we'd been looking for an
excuse to wear our fancy dresses. When we met for drinks, James had changed into
another double-breasted suit and a raspberry-coloredshirt with a white collar with
a silk tie pinned up so that it puffed out of his jacket. Larry wore a navy tie with a
tiny white polka dot in it that went perfectly with his navy blazer, white shirt, and
gray flannel pants. He and I exchanged looks when we first saw each other, but
without saying anything, we both understood that we weren't with each other that
night.
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That night I was with my mom almost as intensely as I had been with Larry until
we got off the bus. The day had been one of clarity and sharp detail, but as I remember that evening now, everything seems as if it were being filmed in soft focus. The
way I moved through the cocktail hour and the dinner felt like some pleasantly
blurreddream I was having. Instead of drinking wine with the others, my mom drank
ginger ale with me, as she had always done at our dinner parties at home. Where
Larryand I had been wary of even brushing against each other, my mom and I were
constantly touching. She would put her arm around my waist, I would lean my head
on her shoulder, and one of us would catch the other's hand. Once she whispered to
me, "WatchKen flirting with Sandra,"her lips brushing my ear in the most delicious
way. I felt almost perverted enjoying the physical contact with my mom that way,
though I knew it wasn't reallysexual. Sexual was sitting with my shoulder three inches
away from Larry'sarm and feeling jolts of energy. Sexual was politely saying goodnight to Larry after dinner and wanting to lie down on the floor and let him walk
the length of my body on his way upstairs.
Not since I had been six or seven had I slept in the same bed with my mom, and
the bed in room number one was so huge that we could have slept there with neither
of us being aware of the other's presence. But my mom snuggled up to my back, and
we stayed awake like that for a long time, talking and slipping into sleep, then talking
a little more.
Next morning was sunny. On the bus, Larry and I sat together again, with the
difference in us mostly that now we felt releasedfrom yesterday'sintensity enough to
talk with each other. He was amused by what I told him about how his jazz tape had
affected me; he said that I had been listening to Oscar Peterson and Dexter Gordon
and that either of those guys would have laughed if they'd known how uptight I was
listening to them play.
The bus was climbing again, passing huge hillside fields with sheep spaced here
and there as if they'd been directed to keep their distance from each other. Far ahead,
we could see a snow-covered mountain. Even though we had come inland some miles
now, there were still gulls flying the skies. Larry kept checking a map he had picked
up at the airport. When I asked him why he seemed so interested in it, he told me
that his grandmother was Scotch-English and she'd lived in a little town he pointed
out on the map. I hoped he didn't notice my blushing. Because he was black, I had
assumed that all his relativeshad to be black. His telling me about this Scotch-English
grandmother made me suddenly understand that he was both black and white. Until
that moment I think I had liked thinking of him as black and myself as white, the two
of us different in some absolute way; it unsettled me to think of him as being the
same as me- I had a Scotch-English grandmother, too - and then it embarrassedme
that I was so shaken by something that I ought to have understood easily from the
shade of his skin and his facial features, something that was really pretty ordinary
when you thought about it.
I was quiet for too long. He must have known some of what I was thinking, because he grinned at me and told me he even had a Scottish name. "My real name's
Hilary," he said. "Hilary Cooper," he said, as if it was important for me to hear the
sound of his whole and proper name.
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I was embarrassedover my assumptions and Larry'skindness toward me. He saw
that. Another person might have patted my hand or something corny like that, and
then I certainly would have cried, but Larry turned to the window, then whispered,
"Look." There were three pheasants walking in a field like gaudy chickens. We were
coming down a steep hill, alongside a rocky stream of dark water. Again it was as if
Larry and I were seeing the world like two people singing harmony with each other.
There were sheep in a plowed field, over which were crows, gulls, and clouds so white
they seemed almost polished. There was a gull flying so far down in the valley that
we were looking down on its gliding wings.
Later on, James made us stop by one of those steep hillside pastures to try to get
pictures of the CBM Man of the Yearstanding beside a sheep. Even though there was
a cold wind out there, James wanted Larry to be wearing only his t-shirt. The sheep
wouldn't cooperate, so that James had Larry and Ken running over that hillside in
pursuit. From the bus, the chasing looked silly and fun, but when they gave up and
came back, Larrywas cold and furious. He sat down, rubbing his arms and whispering, "That son of a bitch, that son of a bitch."
I figured out that in my company Larry was able to release some of his anxieties
and to be himself in a way that he usually wasn't. I even understood that he was at
ease around me because he thought I was a kid who wasn't any threat to him.
But aside from my dad, Larry was the most ambitious person I'd ever met. Like
me, he was an only child. His dad was a personnel manager for Dupont, his mom
was a social worker, and they were this classicallyAmerican middle-class family.They
read books and went to concerts and museums and discussed currentevents at dinner.
All through high school and college, his friends and acquaintanceshad been saying
stuff to him like "Yo, brother, what's happening?" and treating him like somebody
who'd grown up in the ghetto. Larrylaughed about it when he told me, but anybody
would have known it wasn't funny to him. "I was putting on that phony Black English the same as all the white kids," he said. He was embarrassedto bring his friends
home with him because his home life was so ordinary.When I asked him how he got
started modeling, he shaded his eyes with his hand and said, "I like clothes, Angela.
I like nice clothes." Then he went on to say that if he'd known he had to put up with
people like James, he'd have definitely tried some other career.
Way up in the highlands we saw these little stone houses that we thought had been
abandoned; we talked about how hard the lives of the people who lived there must
have been. Larry said he'd give anything to be able to go inside one of those places.
When I suggested that Sandra and Mike probably wouldn't mind stopping, Larry
chuckled and said, "All we'd need would be for James to get it in his mind to have
some shots of me posing in front of one of those places."
Once while Larry was sleeping, I noticed a hawk cruising in the air right along
with the bus. Then it turned toward us and seemed to be coming straight at us, bellyforward. For an instant it was just at my window; then we were past it, and I was
sitting there with my heart beating, and no one else on the bus had noticed it.
Another time- and this was just at dusk when we were way up in the mountainstwo jet fighters roared up over the horizon and over our bus, sounding like the end
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of the world. Larryshook his head as if he couldn't believe what he'd seen and heard,
or didn't want to believe it. Except for the highway, the landscape was prehistorica couple of dinosaurs would have been more believable.
So it wasn't like everything I saw was pure beauty. The more days that went by and
the more distilleries we had to plod through, the darkermy mom's mood became. As
I remember it now, I think that each time we stepped into one of those buildings,
without admitting it to each other, we both started thinking about my dad's drinking
and worrying about what he might do. Now when she and I slept together in a hotel
room, I was the one who curled around her back and woke her up and told her it was
all right when she started whimpering in her sleep. I wondered if my dad woke her
up or let her sleep through her nightmares.
In Edinburgh, our schedule gave us the morning to do whatever we wanted to do.
After breakfastin the Sheraton dining room, my mom and I decided to go for a walk
in the parkbelow Edinburgh Castle. While we stood outside the hotel entrance, blinking in the sunlight and trying to get our bearings, Larry came out, looking like a
Moroccan prince in his long gray overcoat, and said good morning to us. I spoke to
him in my usual floaty way, because I'd gotten used to being distant from him when
we weren't on the bus. It wasn't anything we'd decided to do; we'd never talked about
why we did things that way. If Larry had thought about it, he'd probably decided
that it would be asking for trouble for a twenty-four year old black man to be hanging
out with a twelve year old white girl. If I'd thought about it, I'd have known that,
too, but I'm not sure either of us really put our minds to it. It was just there, in both
our consciousnesses, but whenever we saw each other accidentallylike that, we each
had this special grin for communicating to the other, "Hey, I'll see you on the bus."
Until now, my mom had taken on a kind of warm but distant way of speaking to
Larry, as if she meant to convey to him an understanding about how I was to be
treated. This morning, though, she seemed really happy to see him and invited him
to go with us on our walk.
It was easy finding our way down into the park, which was named the West Princess Street Gardens and which was filled with beds of blooming daffodils, tulips, and
hyacinths. The day was sunny and sort of half warm, but there was a little stream of
running water down there, and then there was a huge cliff on top of which loomed
Edinburgh Castle. The cliff and the castle generated darkness and cold air.
My mom took Larry'sarm. Though it seemed almost a violation of our rules, when
he offered me his other one, I took it. While we strolled slowly along the paths, my
mom told Larryeverything about why we were on the tour and about my dad maybe
trying to track us down and about Michael Land hoping to work out some kind of
agreement before we got back to London. I didn't know why she was telling him all
that, but then she stopped walking, made us all three stand there in the middle of the
park, and made Larry promise that if anything happened to her, he would help me
get back in touch with Michael Land in London. I don't know why I wasn't more
embarrassedby her.
She gave LarryMichael Land's card and thanked him and kissed him on the cheek.
That did embarrassme, and him, too. Then she said she wanted to go back to the
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Sheraton, but if the two of us wanted to stay out a while longer, it was all right with
her. Larry and I exchanged just a glance, but that was enough for me to understand
that he didn't want to be out there alone with me, and so I said I felt like going back
to the Sheraton, too. Larry said he thought he might have time for a quick visit to
the Sir Walter Scott Monument down at the far end of the park.
Walking back through the West Princess Street Gardens, my mom and I linked
arms, and laughed about how uncurious we were to visit Edinburgh Castle up there
above us. We laughed about it looking like a monster's forehead peeping over the
edge of the cliff. My mom was at a time in her life when it seemed possible for her
to be four or five different ages. Right then, giggling with me about the dumb castle,
she seemed no more than twenty-five, but a few minutes earlier, telling Larry about
her "estrangement"from my dad, she had had that sad, weary slumping of the shoulders that you see in women well over fifty.
When we walked into the lobby of the Sheraton, James trotted up to us and asked
if we'd seen Larry. My mom said she thought Larry was doing some sightseeing.
James'seyes got very hard, and he said, "I'm going to have to kill that boy," speaking
directly to me. Then he gave this very forced laugh and turned his back on us.
Around noon we packed up the bus and loaded up, all of us acting tired and cranky.
Mike got lost looking for the place where we were to have lunch. Ken had a Barbra
Streisand tape that he insisted on putting on the bus's sound system and cranking it
up. I couldn't tell if he thought it was a treat for us or if he simply meant it as an
assault on those of us who had no use for Streisand, which would have been most
notably Larryand me. James,who until then had been very decent about not smoking
on the bus, decided to light up because, as he explained it, he never listened to Streisand without having a cigarette. Everyone on the bus got very quiet except for Ken
and James who shouted at each other about the music, about how much they loved
this song and how good Streisand was in such and such a movie and how such and
such a singer was trying to imitate her. Larry had been silently furious, but all of a
sudden he startedchuckling. "Doesn't that say it all?Fucking Streisand."It was funny,
but I understood that that was just about the worst thing Larrywould ever say about
somebody.
If he had been slow getting us to lunch in Edinburgh, Mike made up for lost time
driving us to Glasgow. I slept for what seemed like only a few minutes; when I woke
up we were in the city. For a moment I wondered if we'd even left Edinburgh, but it
took only another moment or so before I saw how different everything looked, a city
with darkercolors and a much denser texture. Larry told me our first stop was to be
a Glasgow pub.
Exhaustion was catching up with me. I couldn't seem to wake up while Mike was
maneuvering the bus through the narrow city streets. Glasgow was like this dream I
was having, as if I were floating into a painting of a city with rows of dark-colored
buildings and sidewalks crowded with these fast-walking,light-skinned people in dark
clothes. I had no desire to do anything; the idea of going into a pub seemed silly to
me. When Mike found a parking space, I told Larry I wanted to stay on the bus and
take a nap. He told me he thought I ought to make the effort. He nodded up toward
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the front, where I saw my mom looking back at me, smiling but obviously worried
about something.
Michton's Tavernit was called. It was noisy, crowded, and almost bizarrelycheerful,
as if everyone in there were being paid to put on a smile and to shout in a jovial voice.
It would have been smoky, too, except that the huge room had such a high ceiling
that all the smoke rose and lingered twenty feet above our heads. Behind the bar, a
wall of bottles arose so high that they must have used ladders to fetch the ones on
the last two or three shelves. Back there was an enormous mirror tilted so that the
crowd of us could look up over the bar into it and see this weirdly suspended reflection of ourselves.
The customers were mostly business men in suits and smartly dressed women. A
man nudged another man and nodded toward Larry; they and their lady friends
looked him over greedily as if he were somebody famous.
I found myself looking into the pale blue eyes of a tall and excessively handsome
bartenderwho seemed most amused by my spaciness. My mom and I were standing
together near the busy end of the bar. I must have been staring all around me with
my mouth wide open. "What can I get for you, Miss?"he asked.
Before I could say anything, a waitress came up beside us and told that bartender,
"I'vegot it right here, Richie." She handed him a note, and he turned to fill the order.
I didn't think anything about it; it was a busy place; it didn't seem odd for a waitress
to interrupt a bartenderwaiting on an American tourist who'd obviously take a while
before she decided what she wanted to order. But suddenly the waitress was handing
drinks to us, tall glasses of ginger ale for my mom and me.
In that noisy, relentlesslycheerful crowd of drinking Scots, my mom and I accepted
the glasses, surprised and pleased that someone would have treated us, that someone
would have known what drinks we'd have been likely to order. Then we began realizing who would have known what we'd want to drink. My mom turned pale; then
she and I started looking around for him.
The waitress stood watching us, brightly smiling, certain we would be delighted
with this surprise she was delivering to us. Looking into her half-pretty face, I had
this eerie glimpse of her life: she had lots of brothers and sisters and a boyfriend who
worked there at Michton's behind the bar on a different shift. The two of them had
just moved into an apartmenta couple of blocks away. She was a regular-looking girl,
with clean hair and a small waist; she had all this energy in her, all this life. She pointed
toward a table in the back corner of the room. My dad was sitting there, leaning
around people so that we could see him.
For a second I thought my mom might faint. Her eyes widened; she flinched. But
then I saw her jaw tighten. She touched my arm. "Let5s go say hello to your father,"
she murmured.As we started through the crowd, she touched Larryon the sleeve but
kept moving. When Larrycaught my eye he seemed to read the whole story. He had
been talking with Sandraand Mike; I heard him say, "Excuseme," and I knew he was
following along behind us.
My dad was smiling widely. I was surprised that he wasn't at least standing up to
greet us. He had on a dark green jacket, a striped tie, and a white shirt that looked so
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fresh he might have just put it on. Even in that crowd of well-dressed people, my dad
seemed the most dressed up of all. His hair was perfectly trimmed, he had a light
suntan, and his teeth gleamed. There was a coffee cup on the table in front of him,
which meant he was sober. He nodded at my mom and said, "Kathleen,"in this voice
that said he hated her and he loved her all at the same time. He reached up toward
me, so that I knew I was supposed to give him a hug. His shoulders and neck and
head felt strange to me, so stiff and rigid that he must have been very keyed up for
this meeting. The only thing familiar about him was the cologne I'd known to be his
for as long as I could remember. He smelled as if he'd showered and shaved no more
than an hour ago.
When I stepped back from him, I saw him looking quizzically up at Larry who
stood behind my mom. "Dad, this is Larry,"I told him. "Larry,this is my dad." Larry
stepped forward and leaned down to shake my dad's hand. Neither of them said a
word; they actually grimaced at each other, as if acknowledging that they'd have preferred not to have to go through this introduction. Then Larry stepped back behind
my mom.
My dad put his grin back on his face, looking at me and then my mom, who was
making herself meet his eyes. "My little family," he said and shook his head. "You
sure are hard to track down when you take a vacation." Like his pleasant expression,
his voice had this easy sound to it, but I knew that my mom was hearing in it what I
was, that edge of meanness. He pushed his coffee cup forward and folded his hands
on the table in front of him, so that his pressed white cuffs and tanned hands and
manicured nails were an exhibit for us to view. "Kathleen," he said, and this time
there was a change in the pitch of his voice; the meanness was gone, but it was scarier
without it. "Kathleen, for half my life, I've known exactly where you were almost
every hour of the day."
My mom inhaled and held her breath, but my dad raised his left hand as if to stop
her from speaking. "I'm not here to be petty," he said, looking her in the eye for just
a moment, then quickly flicking a look at me.
"Kathleen,"he said, dipping his head and bringing his eyes back to my mom's face
again. I saw Larry studying him, squinting at him as if my dad were a professor
explaining how to solve some very difficult problem. "Kathleen, you know I'm not a
moderate person."
"Yes,"my mom said so softly I could barely hear her. She stepped forward to set
her purse on his table and folded her arms. "Yes,Frank,"she said, and now her normal
voice had come back to her. "I know what kind of a person you are."My mom was
wearing ordinary slacks and a sweater and a tweed jacket, but she was standing as if
she meant for her body to tell my dad that she wasn't afraidof him. Their eyes were
locked.
My dad's mouth twitched, so that for a moment I couldn't tell if he was sneering
or grinning at her. Then he dug into his jacket pocket and came up with a ring of
keys which he tossed onto the table beside her purse. "Those are my keys to your car
and to the house. You don't have to change the locks," he said. "All my stuff is out.
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By the time you get back to London, my lawyer should have worked out an agreement with Michael."
My mom kept standing still and looking at him, but her body seemed to soften its
attitude. My dad, too, kept looking at her and not moving. The tension seemed to
leave them while I watched. Finally my mom picked up those keys and her purse and
said, 'Thank you." My dad closed his eyes and nodded his head ever so slightly.
When she turned away from the table, he stood up to give me a hug. This time
when I pressed against him, he really did seem himself. I kissed his cheek and told
him, "Thanks,"though I couldn't imagine what I was thanking him for.
"You take care, baby girl," he said.
When I turned away from him, I expected Larry to be there waiting for me, and
he was. He didn't touch me, but he stayed right beside me while we walked out of
that place. We found my mom, looking lost out in the afternoon light. While I took
her in my arms and patted her back, Larry stood there with us, looking fiercely up
and down the sidewalk.
That night, at the old Glasgow Hotel where we were staying, there was an extravagant farewelldinner, at which Larryand James appeared,arm in arm and decked out
in kilts and formal jackets with black ties and studded white shirts. I remember that,
even as miserable as I felt that night, I recognized that Larry had performed some
sort of magic trick in looking as if he were born to those red-and-black-plaidclothes
of a Chieftan, those tasseled knee socks, and silver-buckled patent leather shoes. My
God, he looked grand!
But then watching him and James acting like such cozy pals made me feel sick in
my heart. My mom, in her blue silk cocktail dress, was so radiant that James, who
had paid almost no attention to her for the whole tour, now pulled Larry over with
him to talk to her. The three of them started laughing, James leaning back to guffaw,
holding onto Larry'sshoulder to keep his balance.
This is the part that makes my eyes sting each time I remember it. All of a sudden
I was furious at James. Even though I was standing right beside Sandra, I rasped out,
"Damn him!" Sandra gave me this horrified look, and I heard my voice firing again,
'That son of a bitch!" Then I started crying.
When I came out from the ladies' room, having calmed myself down but not having
had much luck fixing my weepy face, they were all there waiting for me. "Larrywants
you to have your picture taken with him," my mom told me. She was too caught up
in being happy even to see me. I heard Larry right beside me saying, "Come on,
Angela."
In his voice, I imagined that I heard everything: gulls and pheasants we'd seen in
the fields, the hawk soaring off down in the dark valley, the insane jet fighters roaring
up over the mountains, the black horse running and the gray horse walking toward
the barn across the deep green field at dusk. I imagined that his voice was telling me
how he would hold in his memory those things the two of us had seen and that those
days we had spent together riding through Scotland would be a part of his life forever.
Walking with him over to the huge fireplace of the hotel dining room, I stopped
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looking at Hilary Cooper in his costume. When we turned to face Ken with his
cameras and all the others laughing and cheering behind the blinding lights, I knew
what those pictures were going to look like: there would be this smiling young black
man in Scottish regalia with his arm around a gangly-limbed adolescent girl with a
puffy face and scraped eyes. I didn't care about any of that. I knew I wouldn't ever
have to look at the silly picture. I looked into the light and smiled as if I were even
happier than my mom.
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